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Disclaimer/Warning: Much of this content is graphic in nature, showing unfiltered media from the global war on terror and other conflicts. As far as Military.com is known, the images, videos and content featured on the Shock &amp; Awe pages are in the public domain or in declassified material. In some cases, we cannot guarantee the
veracity of images or videos. If you believe that the materials in this section are classified or invalid, please contact Military.com technical support. If you have a copyright issue, please refer to the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. Picture: Yiming Chen /Moment/Getty Images Blue Angels are the United States Navy Combat Demonstration
Team, but the team has members of the Navy as well as the Navy. If you're not quite sure what that means, these guys travel around the country and do all sorts of shows to the public, where they do a bunch of tricks in the air while flying planes. If that sounds a little dangerous, well, of course it is, but these pilots are incredibly well
trained and show them to show off their skills, as well as showing off some incredible technology and also some amazing aircraft. The squadron has been flying since 1946. An estimated 11 million people see them every year. You think you have what it takes to be one of the Blue Angels? It takes a pretty special person to be one. First,
you have to be incredibly brave, as well as have the skills and ability to fly an airplane like this in such an impressive way. They also have to be willing to work super hard and be part of a team. The opportunity to compete in this way does not happen overnight. Take this test and we'll let you know if you have what it takes to fly with the
Blue Angels. PERSONALITY What rank would you earn in the Royal Canadian Air Force? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What % Military Material Are You? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Can you get more than 11 right on this Army Test? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Do you know when these U.S. Navy ships were ordered? 6 Minute
Quiz 6 Min PERSONALITY Are you brave enough to be in the Marines? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Go on a fishing trip and we'll give you a military nickname 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min Personality How well does a career in the army match your personality? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA can you match the military film to the real-life war
it describes? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min PERSONALITY This Yes or No Quiz will help us guess what branch of the Canadian armed forces you belong to in 5 minutes Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA USA Military Aviation Quiz 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an assessment And you're using a proper noun? Luckily for
you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website provides reliable and easy-to-understand explanations about the world's work. From fun tests that bring joy to your day, to photo and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain things work, sometimes we ask you, but we
always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us! Playing tests is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every week in your inbox. By clicking Sign up, you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are up to 13 years old. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Android Wear
company is a useful tool for checking notifications and getting quick information without actually having to remove your phone. But it's kind of useless if your watch battery is dead. Here's to figure out what's causing the battery to leak. RELATED: Set up, change, and use Android Wear Watch First Things first: go ahead and jump into the
Android Wear app on your phone. Once there, tap that little icon in the upper-right corner. This menu is a bit misleading because it doesn't actually look like the top option - the one that has the name of the watch - does nothing. But it's happening. Touch it. Here you can control different parts of the general uses of the watch, such as the
screen and cards. But we're looking for one of the lower options: Look at the battery. Give him a tap. It will take a few seconds to charge (maybe a little longer) because the phone actually needs to drag data from the watch. Once everything is up, however, this should look pretty familiar because it uses the same interface as the Android
battery settings. The main difference here is that you can't touch every entry to get more information or otherwise interact with it. This screen will literally just tell you what was consuming battery and nothing more. But that's all you need here. Once you've been able to identify what's going on, you can adjust it accordingly. If the current
watch face is chewing through the battery, just swap it for something a little cleaner. If it's an app, you can either uninstall it or force the app to close in Android settings, which should theoretically kill it on the watch as well. According to what was shown off during the spring event before, that same advice is still valid. You can wear your
apple watch all night and it might see you the next day, but then you'll have to charge it when you want to use it. So every night it is. And now we have the first real details about how long it will take. Said Apple CEO Tim Cook at the event: 18 hours. Again, battery life is the price you pay for features — full color Retina display and Bluetooth
4.0 radiates both power. it's just as energy efficient with everything from notifications to sensors, but if you use it, you'll use it. And the more you use it, the faster it will leak. Leak. The value is in those features that you get instead. Upload it at night, enjoy all the information, tracking, remote control, Apple Pay, communications and more
during the day. The Apple Watch is the most popular smartwatch on the market, but battery life has never been its strong point. That said, Apple has made improvements in this area with successive models, and while the company still promises battery life over a single charging period, many Owners of the 3 and 4 Series find they can get
much more. Of course, the length of time of a particular Apple Watch takes between charges depends almost entirely on how it is used. With that in mind, this article aims to help carriers optimize their use and get the best battery life they can reasonably expect based on their individual needs. Read on for some of our favorite energy-
saving tips for your Apple Watch. Subscribe to the MacRumors YouTube channel for more videos. Apple Watch Always on-screen display settings (Series 5) The latest Apple Watch Series 5 models are equipped with a new feature always displayed. With the always on-screen function, some screen elements are always on, even when
your wrist is down. It's a handy way to track time or track a workout without having to pick up a wrist, but there are various reports from users that it can be a significant battery leak, at least on watches running early versions of watchOS 6. On Apple Watch Series 5, battery life can be improved by turning off the always-on feature. To do
this, launch the Watch app on your iPhone, tap the Watch tab, and then tap Show &amp; Brightness, and turn off the switch next to Always On. The wake-up screen on the wrist lift It shouldn't be a surprise that the Apple Watch's OLED screen attracts a significant amount of energy. If it tends to light up when you least expect it and prefer
to turn it on manually with the push of a button or by tapping the screen, and then try turning off the auto-wake screen feature. To do this, open Settings on your Apple Watch, tap General -&gt; Wake Screen, and turn off the Wake Screen when your hand is raised. (You can also find this setting in the Clock app on your iPhone.) Theatre
mode For some users, disabling the auto-wake screen feature may seem exaggerated. Maybe you just accidentally wake up the screen at certain times of the day - when you're in bed, for example. in this case, it is better to selectively use Theatre mode. To turn it on, swipe up from the bottom of any watch face to reveal Control Center
and tap the symbol that displays two theater masks. Note that Theatre Mode also silences notifications, which is why it's best kept for bedtime or movie trips. Adjusts the brightness Many Apple Watch owners believe they can easily get along with the OLED display set to the lowest and lowest level of brightness with power. To adjust
brightness, select Settings Apple Watch, tapLight &amp; Text Size and change the level to match. (You can also find this setting in the Clock app on your iPhone.) OLED panels don't use power to display true black colors – those pixels simply remain unlit. In other words, the more screen space the face of your chosen watch occupies (if it
displays a photo, say), the more likely it is to drain the battery whenever it is activated. For this reason, you may want to consider using a more minimalist face watch and disabling any complications you don't need to see every time you raise your wrist. Apple watch apps apps and complications Another good reason to minimize the use of
complications is that many of them require frequent refresh to display up-to-date information that uses extra energy. So if you rarely touch it, then turn it off using the watch face customization mode, which is activated with one long press on the watch face screen. The same goes for third-party apps, many of which are refreshed frequently
in the background, whether you use them or not. If you are regularly reaching for your iPhone to check social media, then ask yourself, do you really need that Twitter function on your wrist? Install apps on your Apple Watch that only benefit you if you sit down. It is worth extending this general policy to the watch faces as well. There is
anecdotal evidence that uninstalling those you don't use can save energy by reducing background refresh. To remove watch faces, open the Watch app on your iPhone, tap Edit next to My Faces, and tap the minus buttons in the list. The face of the Siri watch in particular is often cited as a battery drain device, so if you don't use it,
abandon it. Install ing Creep and Refresh Management These days, many third-party iOS apps include an Apple Watch component that is automatically added to installation. To prevent this default behavior, open the View app on your iPhone, select General, and turn off Automatic App Setup. Another way to restrict the number of
applications that attract power is to selectively control those refresh in the background. You can manage this individually from the Clock app on your iPhone: Select General -&gt; Background App Refresh and switch sliders for each app installed. Note that leave only for apps with a functional dependence on up-to-date data, weather and
calendar apps. Notifications are reduced to personal preferences, but each additional alert wrist sucks a little more energy from the watch battery. Look at your use and try to assess which notifications are worth it, and which ones might just as easily be picked up from your iPhone at a later time. To manage notifications by app, open the
iOS Watch app and select Notifications. Pay particular attention to third-party applications listed in the and disable any unnecessary permissions that reflect iPhone alerts. With the judicious use of these settings, you should be able to recognize whether or when your needs change over time. For example, some app notifications have a
shelf life – if they start bothering you, turn them off. This includes activity and breathing reminders. Be ruthless. When it comes to email alerts, you may find it's worth it just to bother if your emails come from specific addresses. So add them to the VIP list in the Mail app, and then turn off all mail viewing notifications except VIP alerts. Other
Energy Saving Settings Heart Rate If you're only interested in tracking distance or speed (or both) during running or walking workouts, Apple recommends turning on Energy Saving Mode to turn off the heart rate sensor. To do this, open the Clock app on your iPhone, go to My -&gt; Workout Clock, and switch to power-saving mode. (The
same setting can also be found on your Apple Watch in Settings -&gt; General -&gt; Workout.) Note that when the heart rate sensor is turned off, calorie burning calculations may not be as accurate. If you're training for a marathon or regularly attending long-term workouts, consider using a Bluetooth chest strap instead of the built-in heart
rate sensor. To connect the Bluetooth chest strap to the watch, make sure it's in pairing mode, then open Settings on your Apple Watch, select Bluetooth, and choose from the list of health devices. Hey Siri Like on your iPhone, the Hey Siri feature on your Apple Watch lets you use voice search and control other features without touching
your device. The clock microphone listens to the magic expression only when the screen is on, but uses a little more power. So if you just don't use the function, turn it off. To do this, open Settings on your Apple Watch, select General -&gt; Siri, and concussion it. Note that you can activate Siri at any time by pressing the clock's crown for
a long time. Using the same Settings menu above, you can also make Siri follow Silent Mode when enabled, as well as limit spoken responses so that you only hear them when your headphones are connected. Silent Mode and Do Not Disturb Theatre Mode, mentioned earlier, provide a middle way between two additional settings: Silent
Mode and Do Not Disturb Mode. Silent mode disables sound alerts and can be activated permanently if you enjoy relying on haptic vibrations for alerts, calls, alarms, and timers. With do Not Disturb, the clock activates the same on your iPhone, silence sound and vibration alerts on both devices, unless they come from people in your
Favorites contact list. Some Apple Watch users turn on both Theatre Mode and Don't Mind When They Wear Their Devices in Bed, especially if they're watching their sleep using a third-party app, it's AutoSleep. To turn on Silent Mode on Apple Apple Swipe up from any watch face to reveal the Control Center, then tap the button with a
bell symbol so that the button turns red and the bell is cut. To turn on Do Not Disturb in Control Center, tap the button with a crescent moon so that it turns purple. Haptics and Noise Haptics refers to the subtle physical feedback sensations you have in response to touching the screen or rotating the crown of your Apple Watch. You can
adjust the haptic power of the watch by going to Settings -&gt; Sounds &amp; Haptics. Many users find the lowest haptic setting, which attracts the lowest power, to be perfectly appropriate, with or without the prominent Haptic option enabled. You can disable the haptic crown effects in the same Sound &amp; Haptics menu via the Crown
Haptic switch. You also need to make sure that Taptic Time is turned off – on the Clock tab, tap Clock, and then tap Tap Time and switch the switch next to the setting. With watchOS 6, Apple has introduced a Noise app that uses the Apple Watch microphone to monitor environmental noise. When enabled, users receive a notification if
the decibel level is strong enough to damage hearing. Whether or not you're using the Noise app as a complication of the watch face, it continuously samples noise levels to give you real-time feedback, and some users have reported a visible battery leak with the enabled function. Fortunately, you can turn it off in the Clock app by tapping
Noise and turning off the switch next to Environmental Sound Measurements. Walkie-Talkie With WatchOS 5, Apple introduced The Walkie-Talkie, which allows Apple Watch wearers to send quick voice messages to friends and family members speaking in their Apple Watch, similar to the real Walkie-Talkies. The person at the end of a
Walkie-Talkie message hears the Apple Watch's beep and then sees a screen that allows them to approve a connection. If you've used Walkie-Talkie, you may have noticed that the first sign-in attempt takes a few moments, after which the voice messages in and out are quite instantaneous. That's because the feature launches a
FaceTime session between the parties who are chatting. After the last interaction, keep the 2-a.m. connection active for a short period of time if another message is recorded and stops again when it is not available. Anecdotally, people reported an improvement in battery life with Walkie-Talkie off. You can turn it off through the control



center on your Apple Watch – swipe up on a watch face to reveal it, then tap the Walkie Talkie switch so it's no longer yellow. Keep in mind that if you turn it off and someone tries to will see a message that you are not available and you will receive a notification. Fix persistent Bluetooth battery problems, unpaired, and hard reset If you're
not lucky enough to improve your Apple Watch's battery life using the tips above, there are still a few steps you can take. It's worth noting at this point that turning off Bluetooth on your iPhone increases battery leakage on your Apple Watch, so keep Bluetooth enabled on your phone and see if this helps. If the watch battery drains
unusually quickly, try a hard reset: hold down both side buttons for about 10 seconds until the display goes off and the device restarts. In addition, some users have found that unassociation and their Apple Watch on their iPhone can solve battery problems, especially after a recent software update. Make sure you keep your Apple Watch
and iPhone close to each other as you break them up. Open the View app on your iPhone, go to the My Watch tab, and then tap the clock at the top of the screen. Tap next to the watch you want to undo, and then tap Unpair Apple Watch. Once this is done, you'll need to re-configure your Apple Watch and restore from a backup. If none
of the above solutions work for you, it's time to try to reset the clock to factory defaults. Reset your Apple Watch to Factory Default Settings To do this on your Apple Watch, open Settings and select General -&gt; Reset. (The same option is at the bottom of the general menu of the iOS Watch app.) This action deletes everything from your
watch, including any media, data, settings, messages and so on. You'll also need to pair your watch with your iPhone after the process is complete, so treat it as a last resort. Note that after a new pairing or update, the watch may take several days to learn and adapt to use, before smoothing into a more consistent balance between battery
life and performance. Check for Software Updates Apple continuously refines its software for Apple Watch, and operating system updates sometimes come with bug fixes that can fix problems with battery leakage, so it's important to make sure your device is running the latest software. In terms of writing, the latest version of the Apple
Watch operating system is watchOS 6, which can be downloaded for free through the dedicated Watch app on your iPhone by tapping the My Watch tab and going to General -&gt; Software Update. To install software updates, your Apple Watch must have at least 50% battery, must be placed on a charger, and must be within range of
your iPhone. Contact Apple Support If none of these tips work, check that your Apple Watch is still under warranty. A standard one-year warranty is included in each Apple Watch (steel and Nike+), and a two-year warranty is included in the Apple Watch Edition and Hermès models. All warranties include service coverage for a faulty
battery. If your watch isn't under warranty, Apple offers a battery service, although prices may vary depending on where you live. Live. Live.
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